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Stadion Elite
Address: Zaplanjska 32
City: Belgrade
ZIP code: 11000
Country Serbia
Phone +381 11 3960 388
restoranstadion@bestsolutions.rs

No of halls

NAJVEĆA SALA

1

350

Location
10 km from the city centre
7 km from the main railway and bus
station
24 km from the airport Nikola Tesla

Surrounding
City

Facilities
WiFi
Restaurant
Garage
Exhibition space

About us
Stadion Elite is event venue located in the heart of Vozdovac within the TC Stadion.
It is an exclusive multi-purpose event venue on two levels that can adapt and
accommodate clients with different needs.
The upper part is a magnificent gallery with three holograms, while in the lower part of
the room, depending on the set up can accommodate up to 500 people.
Stadion Elite event team is made of experienced and responsible people, yet
charismatic, who organize business meetings.
This event veneu can be quickly and efficiently adapted to the needs of clients, so the
Stadion Elite can organize various celebrations, cocktail parties, presentations,
seminars, business lunches and dinners.

Conference capacities
Stadion Elite is event venue where it is possible to organize various celebrations,
presentations, seminars, business lunches, business dinners, cocktails ...
It's capacity is up to 350 seats, but it is suitable for different set ups as well.
If the required set up is cocktail party or theater, the Stadion Elite can hold up to 500
people.
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* Capacities by halls for different seating styles

Technical equipment
Projector
Projection canvas
Microphone
Ambient sound
Common lighting
Decorative lighting
Professional surround sound
Deaf room for simultaneous translation

Location
Stadion Elite is located in Vozdovac and only 10 kilometers from the city centre, 7
kilometers from the main railway and bus station, and 24 kilometers from the airport
Nikola Tesla.

GPS coordinates
20.490355 (Dužine / Longitude)
44.775189 (Širine / Latitude)

Satusfied clinets
Delhaize
Nestle
Carlsberg

Imlek
Wurth
Extreme Intimo
MUP Srbije
UNIQA osiguranje
Coca Cola
Dexy Co
Naxi radio
Eurobank
Ringier Axel Springer
Huawei

